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Your suggestion on teaching  & learning for the next year 
Online class is the best option in this situation 

Even though nowadays online classes are preferred, I insist on the regular classes because more interaction among students 
and teachers directly will greatly influence on our studies. 

As usual.  

  

Conduct online classes if necessary.. 

Conduct online classes if necessary.. 

The potions should be reduced from the books, and not increase the burden of childrens by covering up potions fastly 

We have lost a lot of classes due to this lockdown but it should not affect the pace at which the portions are to be completed  

Using online platforms and it resources can enrich the students and teachers with new and improved information about their 
topics .  There might be technical issues but its now or never.  

Online class is only hope for the situation but consider everyone have availabilities of Internet  

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS ARE ALWAYS BETTER.SO , EVERYONE IS SAFE AT THERE OWN PLACES .MAYBE AFTER COVID 19 
SOME OTHER DISASTER WILL COME.ðŸ˜© 

Considering this covid situation, Online classes will be better 

More of online classes 

Don't rush to take exams....that is a bad move and if anything gets out of order...the Goodwill of the institution will be 0 

Classes must be simple , teachers must interact with students sometime and portions must take in a moderate speed 

Online classes are not better but if no way we can consider,  

It would be great if we start to take a deviation from the traditional ways of teaching like the one in classrooms. Comeon let's 
get this more practical!(not jst like in physics or chemistry labs)but way more practical;for instance, going out into the 
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industrial field once in awhile(in concern with food technology students), making it more useful for the future jobs awaiting 
us. In my opinion, practical ways of teaching could change the whole scenario of 'spoonfeed' educational systems.  

Teaching and learning not through online class 

It would be great if we start to take a deviation from the traditional ways of teaching like the one in classrooms. Comeon let's 
get this more practical!(not jst like in physics or chemistry labs)but way more practical;for instance, going out into the 
industrial field once in awhile(in concern with food technology students), making it more useful for the future jobs awaiting 
us. In my opinion, practical ways of teaching could change the whole scenario of 'spoonfeed' educational systems.  

I would never suggest online class. It wont be useful. They must teach things which is more practically useful. Bookish teaching 
should be changed a little bit.  

Well as we all know that now we are facing a difficult situation (CORONA). So we the students are tensed about our 
education. And not sure weather the normal classes will go smoothly in the college campus. So I prefer the students should 
study in the campus than the online classes .but we don't know what will be the situation.  

The portions are not over yet. So teachers are requested to give less pressure on students at this situation of covid 19.lookiing 
forward for online classes.Maybe a zoomcall on Google classroom etc.  

Online classes 

No need of  online class students are cheating  in online classes  showing like the are watching but not and it's waste of time  
in my opinion we should wait  for  the  ordinary classes to start no need of online class 

Continue the way it is. 

I don't agree the online classes.. 

Some students does not have internet in their home so they can't attent online classes continuously. We have to make sure 
that all students have internet system and they had the knowledge to use it properly.  

In my opinion online class and normal classes are both needed for next year.. Because it will help us to relearn and rewind the 
topics.. It also help the students who miss the classes..  

Online classes is very helpful for the students but after that students will suffer so many helath issues. While using online 
classes the result will be very poor. Full time online classes are not possible for students . Assignment and seminars can be 
conducted through online to aviod time wastage. 

Prepare for online class 

My frnds have this onlinil class bt they tolde that it is just lyk wasting tym..no one understand that what the teacher is 
teaching..so in ma opinion online class is not needed it is such a wasting time 

Nothng 

I don't think we need to conduct the semester exams. Final sem exams needs to be conducted. 
It's a huge waste of time and a huge inconvenience to students. We can give marks according to the first year sem marks. I am 
not saying this because I am lazy,if I was, I wouldn't have bothered writing this. It is really important to note that all students 
are okay with the above mentioned idea. You can conduct a survey about it and decide. It is really going to be a busy schedule 
,adding exams , it will only make the situation worse. We also need to conduct first sem improvement exams and supplies and 
just think about those students,I would say it's torture. And if any students wants to write the sem examination instead of 
getting marks based on their first sem exams, special exams can be conducted for those students seperately after everything 
cools down.i sincerely hope and request you to atleast consider this suggestion and help the students instead of burdening 
and torturing them. We must focus on the present and try to make the future exams more perfect than spending our time to 
conduct those exams in the past. Thank you for reading 

Good teaching 

Don't be too late to reopen classes 

No comments. 
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Make classes online by video conferencing 

Provide classes through online mode will help us to study and consume quarantine time better 

Don't know it's going to be a 75percent more strict than ever 

Dont overload students with special classes 

Online and offline classes may be using Microsoft teams or google 

Actually it's good but internet problem will face by us 

Online 

Online classes 

Online class 

Normal classes is better than online classes 

No 

Academic classes reduce periods 

Online education 

Portions should be reduced and only the important areas and topics in the portions should be maintained without  
compromising the quality of subject.  

Online class are better 

The system was to be more simple & powerful  ðŸ¤¸also reduce the stress among students to bother about their continues 
studies& make it so cool & approved the necessary things only ðŸ™• 

The system was to be more simple & powerful  ðŸ¤¸also reduce the stress among students to bother about their continues 
studies& make it so cool & approved the necessary things only ðŸ™• 

We don't know what disaster upcoming to us, so Try to complete the portions on the time and conduct more online classes.  

Online classes maybe better to avoid all the tensions and worries . As we should continue our social distancing computerising 
will help ur to overcome this pandemic ...  In my opinion it is better not to begin classes because all the students come from 
different places and itâ€™s a high risk ...it would be easy if we have online class to reduce the risk of the pandemic . 

  

Make notes on telegram channels,so we can attend lectures online download notes from channels 
Eg:make physics channel with all physics professor each professor make notes on different chapters 

  

Theachers should have to notice the students those are below average level  in studies and should give them special attention 
.  

As per your decision. 

I suggest the online classes will be less effective than the normal. The lessons will be more complicated and the students 
won't be able to understand the class properly in the online class. The regular system using compulsory masks is better than 
the online classes 

  

We must follow new trends and innovative methods in the field of education and teaching in the upcoming year. 

ðŸ˜�ðŸ˜�ðŸ˜� 
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Online classes. 

What about semester and internal exams? 

Classrooms are always the best.. not everyone has the facilities to study through online  

It should be conducted as per the situation of the country ..classes should be conducted safely and must check both the health 
of students and teachers  

  

  

The following are my suggestions: 
*Try to make the pending sem exam of this year online 
*Conduct online classes on platforms like zoom till the condition gets better(but do not take attendance here as there will be 
many children who don't have net connectivity)  
*Make video lessons.. (Teachers,Please make  sure to take classes the same way as you teach in the classes..dont compel 
them to teach in English ..)   
  

  

Online class must be started 

  

  

  

Classes should started on colleges respectively by time. 
Thanks. 

  

Kalathinothath 

  

  

  

  

As before 

More online classes, pdf of reference books should be provided 

  

Online classes but in an interesting way not like laggy  

Take class in online  

Some missed classes in online is fine 

  

  

Usually  

Online sessions will be more effective to revise on the topics before exam as well as to clarify doubts on certain topics  
So I genuinely suggest for online classes too.  
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Should be the same 

  

  

Regular classes. 

Prefering online cls wil be better for over current situation 

COVID IS NOT GOING TO DISSAPPEAR ALL OF A SUDDEN...SO ONLINE CLASSES WILL BE GOOD AS ITS SAFE 

Online class 

Online classes  

Online class is comfortable 

Nothing 

We are degree students so that we can continue our studies at anywhere because of the technology...self study must be 
encouraged.. 

I hope the Supplementary exams and results come out before admission.More use of technology .A curriculum more focused 
on future of students. 

Proper teaching should be needed 

Continue in same way. But only after covid 19 problem's only then.students from other districts can join. 

Most teachers of Christ are very punctual and they completed their portions within the exact time. But someone is lagging so 
they have alot of portions to complete during this corona period. If they were little bit faster portions may be finished before 
closing the college during corona. So   for next year I suggest to avoid such a situation.  

Just continue like this. 

Proper teaching should be needed 

Online classes 

I am very well concerned about my graduation and further studies.Next academic year if the classes reopen i suggest to move  
faster with the portions and the celebrations should become the second preference,or else we can even have Saturday classes  

It depents on the current situation  
If this pademic is controllable 
 The lectures can be continued as usual 

Should be more  student oriented. 

Don't give students more stress on studies coming years because of corona virus  

Start online class  with the teachers who have proper knowledge about online cls.upload the vedios of lectures so we will get  
all important topics if there is any internet poroblem too. 

As Usual 

According to the future situation if not possible..only course can be applied 

Through online classes 

May be the situation will improve and get better education & classes  

  

I think online classes should be provided. 

I think its time to move for online classes and make a platform to get references in library.  

In my opinion try to short the syllabus, because the next academic year will late to start.So it is very difficult to cover up the 
portion to the teachers and students. 
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Combination of online and on classroom coaching 

Even if online classes is gonna be implemented...all u can study better is only through teacher student class face to face 
interactions...interaction with frnds...college atmosphere so and so...only that make u built up a better person in u rather 
sitting in home front of a lap or android being like a robotic person...I know this is a serious pandemic yet why we can't cut out 
other unnecessary programs and holidays of coming up back to normal days of a year...so we could get more days for 
studies... 

Better conduct classes with scheduled timing for different classes 

Through online classes 

Engane class vachalm timin theerknm 

online classes 

Next year online classes will be good 

Classroom based 

Get organized  

Good Teaching 

It should be effordable to us..  

Online class for each subject by their respective teachers 

Try to avoid classroom education maximum. Grant permission to attend college for practical purposes only. Because there are 
lots of kids who travel a long way. Most children and teachers rely on public transportation for travel. So everyone has to deal 
with a lot of people. As such, we need to avoid such social interactions, as long as they are among us. 

Online classes are more helpful for future studies.so I suggest we do that way. 

After normal class hours ,I think online classes are even better than stressing students for special classes .. 

Syllabus must be completed within time because now students are facing difficulties in studying alone in lockdown days as the 
syllabus are not completed also now students have a lot of doubt regarding the portions not covered yet. 

The fact that the college is more interested in conducting exams even though the portions are incomplete, proves that the 
college is only interested in the exams and it's results rather than imparting knowledge to the students.  
 
Interactive online classes are technically impossible as of now due to low internet speeds, and if they aren't interactive, they 
are pointless. We should rather stick with the regular classroom model of learning.  
 
I haven't subscribed to christ opencourseware as there isn't a single video uploaded by my department or it's teachers as of 
now.  

Nothing 

Conduct class by maintaining social distance among each other 

Online classes are better in this situation.  

Should provide correct syllabus and propr class 

It's better to opt online classes with PPT and slides extra otherwise more complicated to coplete an academic year like this 
situations.its also important to ensure that the students are able to meet the requirements needed for online 
education.Before teaching proper training also necessary.I think the aged teachers not ready for such a teaching method.But 
it is more important today. 

Classroom education with interaction with all students is important and efficient. Online classes for easily subjects is okay  

I suggest Online class for teaching & learning 
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Minimise portions and exams. 

Consider the possibilities of virtual classrooms and Webinars. 
 
Ensure that all the decisions taken by the College authority reaches every student. 
 
Consider the possibilities of private online platform to  give the lectures and exams. 
 
Online exams are possible to an extent. But most of them may disagree with this but note that the exams like NEET ,JEE  are 
computer based. 
 
Encourage the use of e- library. And may provide access to students to some online library  c/o college. 
 
Strict deadlines on submitting the assignment.that may help the students to keep in touch with the syllabus. 
 
The online platform is ought to be encrypted. 
 
An app for only Christ college students.So we can bring everything in all in one.  
Online classes are help for next year 

Could try to shit calsses online conduct quizzes and exams etc 

None 

I believe that this situation will get better and we will be able to attend lectures in our classroom. It is the traditional and more 
convenient method to learn. However if the situation is still complicated I'd suggest online classes. 

As a massive campus which offers a wide verity of courses christ college has a massive population of students coming from 
different part of the state they are met with a problem of travel as public transport is dead. Even if it fully functional in the 
future we still face the problem of getting transmitted as we are more prone to pathogens due to travel. 
So in my opinion colleges should promote more online classes and exams.  
Universities should reduced unwanted syllabus  
And make it online friendly.  
Maybe halt or take down academics for languages for bsc courses  

If things are back to normal then there should be normal regular classes and less online classes. 

Efficient teaching  

Online notes are more comfortable for learning purpose 

Online class 

Online classes  

It is ok to me the online classes , because of this covid situation.But the regular class is more better than online class. 

Google Classroom may come handy. 

Nothing  

We should have online classes and online examinations .  

Need online class for our studies  

Normal classes....  
Not online because it is too difficult to learn that way..... 
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Notes are needed 
Pdf can't be trusted.. 

  

  

Online classes  

I would prefer classroom education more 

  

Online education is better but I think it's not practical 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

I would be better if the iqac gives a proper idea about their plan..  
2nd sem PG students has both pending internal examinations & external.. Some of the portions are pending.. I wouldn't 
suggest you to prefer Online education, which you think as a better option.. Even i face several  network errors.. And many of 
my colleagues faces too bit difficult through online..  
And conducting exams as per current scenario would be not easier in these monthsðŸ˜¶ 

Good  

Online is enough for everyone one .all of them have mobiles and pc with them 

Take online classes 

Teaching at classroom is more better than online classes. 

It will be good when teachers give us a note or study materials. I don't completely support online classes because all students 
will be not able to absorb from it  

My opinion teachers will be using online classes 

Government should give free wifi facilities for students (atleast for those who are economically backward ), because all did not 
have equal access to e -learning.  

Conduct online classes and try to avoid huge projects and praticals for the last year  biological students 

Online classes  

I think regular classes are better than online classes. I prefer regular classes with certain precautions. 

Online classes are preferable. But all of the students cannot afford to meet up the initial cost to set up the atmosphere for 
online classes for example a smartphone /laptop, a live internet connection and so on . 

Good opinion 

No  

Online classrooms and exams 

What ever method students must understand the concepts 

More online classes must be required, 

 Please, switch to online classes. 
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Due to the present dangerous situation regarding the covid-19 the next year classes will be in online classes  

On my opinion syllabus can be reduced 

Much easier than now 

I prefer online classess 

Just leave the intermediate SEM  

Face masks should become mandatory.  
Students should be provided with awareness about the need for maintaining safe distance in public places. Classrooms 
shouldn't be congested. I prefer individual seats over benches.  

I prefer online classes 

Syllabus should be easy. 

In my opinion,  teacher should continue the classes as same as degree first year 

nil 

Online learning  

No suggestions 

Online class are better 

Totaly confused à´†à´£àµ•.In my opnion online class à´Žà´²àµ�à´²à´¾à´°àµ�à´‚ useful à´†à´•àµ�à´•à´¿à´¯à´¾àµ½ 
à´¨à´²àµ�à´²à´¤à´¾à´¯à´¿à´°à´¿à´•àµ�à´¯àµ�à´‚. à´ªà´•àµ�à´·àµ† à´•àµ•à´²à´¾à´¸àµ•à´¸à´¿àµ½ à´‰à´³àµ•à´³ à´ªàµ‹à´²àµ† 
à´¶àµ�à´°à´¦àµ�à´§à´¿à´•àµ�à´•àµ�à´• à´Žà´³àµ�à´ªàµ�à´ªà´®à´¾à´µàµ‹? à´®à´²à´¯à´¾à´³à´‚ à´†à´¯à´¤àµ�à´•àµŠà´£àµ�à´Ÿàµ� 
à´¸à´‚à´¶à´¯à´®à´¾à´£àµ•...  

If the teachers are able to upload the contents in YouTube, it will be helpful.  
Notes can be sended as pdf 

The coming day are not good then only online education  

Online education system is good but its not acceptable for all because of internet issues and consentraation and obervation of 
classrs is less than platform classes...  

Online education system is good but its not acceptable for all because of internet issues and consentraation and obervation of 
classrs is less than platform classes...  

Should use online classes better 

I don't know how it will be . But it will more convenient than the previous years 

In this scenario, we might be forcible to adapt to new changes in educational field. So, encouraging online classes and 
assignments would be better.  
May I ask a doubt too. I heard that college timing is shifting to forenoon only. Will that happen in order to support part time 
job? 

I think its good to cover some of the portions of the coming semester through online  

Should use online classes is better 

As per early year.class can be conducted Saturday's too. 

Keep all Saturdays as working days and try to finish the portions as fast as possible because college students mainly depend 
on self studies to prepare for the exam and time taken for classes will not be productive enough to compensate the loss 
occurred due to the pandemic. 

Gradually phase back to normal with online classes at the start 

More video lectures.It should be explained not by simply reading out the prepared notes. Should also prefer bilanguage ( 
malayalam and eng)  
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Better not to start classes in college... Bcoz our clg has pupils from all districts.. Upto date notes and online classes are much 
better.. Life is important.. If we live only.. We can attain our goals 

Teachers are supporting for our studies and we achieve all 

We are forced to Conduct online classes. But as a mathematics student  it will be hard with out a classroom  

Online classinekkal nallath saadhaa class Anu. Nerit kelkkumbol paada bhagangal manasilakkan eluppamanu. 

Teachers are supporting for our studies and we achieve all 

Shorten the teaching material 

More video lectures. Prefer not to read simply the prepared notes. Also use bilanguage both mala and eng  

If covid19 is not completely recovered  
I strongly recommend for online classes from June 1st week  

I would prefer to conduct online classes these days...and it will be highly grateful as we have to move on with the present 
situation 

Really I can't say anything about that 

Either portions should be reduced or online teaching systems should be introduced 

What ever you(management) decide,I'll be with youðŸ‘• 

In this stage online class is better for us . And also teachers can share their notes to students. And take online exams . It will 
help students to prepare for main exam.  

I am a person who prefers college teaching more than the online classes. So i would prefer if classes are conducted the way it 
was before. Still we could include online classes as well and make it faster. It would be nice if nothing gets avoided to the 
epidemic. It would be a loss to us. And we expect us to get notified of the exams atleast some time before so that we can be 
prepared and i would request that the gap between exams may please be not reduced on this behalf 

Class starting time 9.20pm-3.45 comfortable time 

Stil going good no comments 

It would be better if we switch to online classes . 

Online classes are expected. 

If u start online class,it would be easy but won't understand what students actual doubt is.This should be clarified using a face 
to face conservation.Better  don't present online class in youtube try something else.Bcoz there are better professors in 
youtube.So students will not even give a slight attention to the video. 
        Next i would say make a time everyone could attend.And those who doesn't have mobile data pack ,please provide a 
seperate package for those people..That's all to say.Take  necessary actions for a better success for all students 

Maximum convince the student their Class 

  

Students should give some more freedom ...like college s in ...olden days .....oru faculties studied in that freedom.we also 
want that kind of freedom.. 

Nothing 

In my opinion teaching and learning for the next year. In many education institutions decision to move their classes online or 
close the campus . Rather l am thinking about how we can teach in time of uncertainty. First option  is  online class. But I am 
thinking some students who don't have a safe environment at home. So students who have found a community within the  
college or student who relay on college for their sustenance and security . 1.wear mask 2.seat arrangement one bunch 3 
students. 3. wash hand  with sanitizer. 4.keep 2meter distance.  

On my opinion syllabus can be reduced  
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Yes 

Do something,I don't care what it is  

Online ebooks according to the syllabus should be incorporated in the college website. More online classes should be 
conducted. Students should be free to place their queries regarding academics in the college website. Online exams should be 
conducted if necessary. There should not be a situation in which students are worried about their carrier anymore. Proper 
guidance should be provided from the teachers during a panic situation to the students through social media.  

In any safe way (online classes) 

Reduce seminar classes 

Syllabus must be less 

Online classes 

In case of teaching we must move on with technology or else we may get in trouble and education on Mobil or computer 
must be bought but only for emergency periods and students who are employed 

I want classroom revision from 1st module 

First of all... the dpts have to provide the syllabus then students can move through it. 

  

Online may be good  

Classes should continue after this pandemic. 

More online classes must be required 

The same old method  

Reduce syllabus and complete portions on time  

Continuing classes as well as my studying more 

Let everything calm down first 

Online teaching facilitiesvthat can be accessed through pc,mobile or tablets  will be more helpful 

 


